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THE GOVERNORSHIP OF VIRGINIA, 1776 and 1976
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The governorship of Virginia of 1776
and that of 1976 are in one sense so
different that it is hard Iy worthwh iIe to
try to think of them within the same
analytical framework. But in another
sense they are part of a continuum, the
nature of wh ich must be exam ined
critically to understand the state
executive function either then or now.
In 1776 the Convention's concept of the
governorship was informed essentially by
doctrines of executive limitation, and
only incidentally by theories of the
separation of powers. Today it is more
significantly characterized by notions of
the inter-penetration of powers and of
countervailing foci of political authority.
To trace th is transformation is beyond
the bounds of a brief essay, but the
continuities and the discontinuities
become clearly evident as the tale
unfolds.
THE CONSTITUTION OF 1776

I n June 1775 Lord Dunmore, the last
of the royal governors in Virgi nia,
abandoned his palace in Williamsburg
and took refuge on a British warsh ip in
the Elizabeth River. H is tenure had been
unhappy. Dunmore's bad politics, bad
administration, and most of all his bad
manners had so exasperated the
Vi rg i nians that when the Virginia
Convention met in May 1776 to resolve
for independence and draft a new

constitution, there was no perceptible
groundswell of sentiment for a strong
executive.
The Virginia Constitution of 1776
contained twenty-two articles,1 of which
a half-dozen or so pertained more or less
directly to the executive branch. Article
3 established the principle of separation
of powers. Article 9 established the
office of governor, who was elected
annually by the joint ballot of both
legislative houses. He was eligible for
re-election twice, and was thereafter
ineligible for re-election until he had
b~en out of office for four years. The
governor was specifically prohibited
from exercising any power or
prerogative by virtue of any law or
custom of England.
Article 10 continued the negative
tone by denying the governor any power
to prorogue the General Assembly,
though he could call special sessions
upon the request of a majority of
delegates or with the advice of the Privy
Council. That Council, established in
Article 11, was composed of eight
persons chosen by the General Assembly
either from among its members or from
the general citizenry. The president of
the Council, selected by the other
members, assumed the role of lieutenant
governor in case of the death, disability,
or absence of the governor. The Privy
Council's function generally was to assist
the governor in the administrative

process. Its advice was required before
the' governor could appoint militia
officers, sheriffs and coroners, and
justices of the peace-these being pretty
much the extent of the governor's
appointive powers. Similarly, the
governor could not grant pardons and
reprieves or call the mi litia into active
service without the advice of the Privy
Council, although he became sole
commander upon such activation.
The executive apparatus which
emerged from the Convention was weak
in constitutional stature, confused in
lines of authority, and wholly and
i rrespon si b ly su bserv ient to the
legislative will. As Dumas Malone has
observed, what the Convention did was
lito substitute for the royal governor
one who was elected by the assembly
and, in the reaction against executive
author ity , large ly to shear him of
power."2
The two men who were to serve as
the first and second governors took a
dim view of the instrument from the
outset. Patrick Henry was unhappy with
the
responsibilities which the
Constitution imputed to the Governor,
especially in the defense of the
Commonwealth and support of the
continental struggle, but accompanied
with no corresponding grant of
authority. He was also upset with the
lack of an executive veto of acts of the
assembly.3 Jefferson's reservations were
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even more cogent and
He
objected first to the arrogance of the
Convention, which was in effect a rump
session of the Burgesses, in performing
an act for wh ich they were not
specifically elected. Second, Jefferson
was offended by the undemocratic and
inequitable suffrage principles the
Convention embraced. Third, he was
disenchanted with the way in which the
Tidewater
"aristocrats" had
gerrymandered representation in the
General Assembly to assure conservative
hegemony. He authenticated his
objections with an empirical
demonstration
of
legislative
malapportionment which assures his
position as the father of behavioral ism
in American political science. Fourth, he
thought the House and the Senate
- -- -m'ere\v duplicated----each 'other", being
elected by the same voters at the same
time and out of the same body of
citizens, thus vitiating most of the
advantages that might be expected to
derive from bicameralism.
Finally, he felt that since in the 1776
document "all of the powers of
government, legislative, executive and
judiciary, result to the legislative body"
the Commonwealth faced the grave
danger of falling into despotism. "It will
be no alleviation," he continued, "that
these powers wi II be exercised by a
plurality of hands, and not by a single
one. One hundred and seventy-three
despots would surely be as oppressive as
one." Madison was a member of the
Convention, and he was later to write in
The Federalist, Number 48, of his
colleagues: "They seem never to have
recollected the danger from legislative
usurpations, which by assembling all
power in the same hands, must lead to
the same tyranny as is threatened by
executive usurpations." But the ideas
and co u nsel s of ne ither Henry,
Jefferson, nor Madison were destined to
prevail.
THE GOVERNMENT IN ACTION, 1776-1781

In 1776 the War of the Revolution
was a remote and somewhat abstract
notion to most Virginians. Within the
Commonwealth, the only military action
had been Dunmore's disastrous pitting
of a regiment of blacks attracted by his
promise of freedom against a mixed
force of about nine hundred Virginians
and North Carolinians in December
1775. To the north, New England was
far away from Williamsburg and, in any
case, Knox had chased Howe and his
troops out of Boston and forced them
4 See Malone, Jeffersbn the Virginian, pp.

235-246.

to sail away to Halifax. I n the south,
Charles Lee had decisively repu Ised
Clinton and Cornwallis at Charleston. In
France, Vergennes had persuaded Louis
XVI that the time had arrived to deal
England a blow by coming to the aid of
the Americans-which he did, to the
tune of ami II ion Iivres' worth of
munitions. It is small wonder that in
these euphoric circumstances, believing
perhaps the war wou Id end before it
ever reached V irgi nia, the Convention
should conclude it had plenty of time
for pol itics as usual.
On June 29, 1776 the Convention
una n i mously adopted the new
constitution, and later the same day
elected Patrick Henry to the
governorship. Patrick Henry's
educational and intellectual attainments
were not d isti ngu ished, but he was
probably the most persuasive orator
anywhere in America. He had
distinguished himself as a political leader
in the Piedmont (especially among the
yeomanry), a determ ined opponent of
British rule, and a "coming" man in the
homespun tradition.
I n the hard coin of Virginia
realpolitik, however, Henry was sent to
the impotence of the governorsh ip less
as a reward for demonstrated merit than
as a maneuver to silence the silver
tongue and to get him out from under
foot in the House of Delegates, where
Pendleton and his Tidewater cohorts
were intent upon making all the crucial
political decisions. Henry has been
accused of obtaining the governorship
by coming to terms with the
establishment. A more economical
hypothesis is that the governorsh ip was
designed to provide institutional care,
under properly septic conditions, for
-pol itic ians at the margin of the 0 Iigarchy
whose po pu larity co uld not be
altogether ignored.
Henry inauguarated his tenure in the
office which he himself had described as
a "mere phantom" by becoming
seriously ill. Governmental authority and
control promptly flowed to the
leadership in the House, where the
framers had intended they should be in
the first place. By the time Henry
actually began to function as Governor,
the center of political gravity had been
firmly established: men such as Mason,
Jefferson, Richard Henry Lee, and
Madison were providing the moral and
intellectual leadership, and men such as
Pendleton were managing the machinery
of political consent.
Virginia, and especially its vulnerable
and impotent governor, was fortunate
beyond its just deserts during Henry's
three terms, for Virginia was not

seriously threatened by the war until the
end of 1780. But Henry and the House
had sowed the wind; it remained for
Jefferson to reap the whirlwind after
assuming the governorship on June 1,
1776.
The mission of the state governments
during the War of the Revolution was
fourfold: (1) to maintain domestic peace
and tranqu i II ity in the non-com bat
zones; (2) to meet the levies of the
Continental Congress for troops,
supplies, and money; (3) to sustain the
mil itia in read iness and generally to
guard the rear of the war effort; and (4)
to encourage exports to help underwrite
the war effort. Obviously, the mix of
these responsibilities and their relative
importance varied enormously from
place to place and time to time.
For almost six years (from Concord
and Lexington in April 1775 to Arnold's
first raid in December 1780) Virginia
was spared the ravages of war. During
the first five years, the Commonwealth
responded creditably, but with no great
distinction, in its support of the
Continental effort. The major
impediments to a better performance
were the lethargy engendered by a far
away war; the fact that the General
Assembly was in session only a few
weeks each year, and very little could be
done when it was in recess; and the
General Assembly's refusal to accord the
Governor the powers he required to
meet Virginia's obligations to the nation.
As early as December 1776 Henry
pressed the Assembly for power to
commandeer goods and materials
required to meet the Continental levies,
to which the Assembly responded by
lim i ting even more stringently his
authorities.
There -were; to -be sure, significant
governmental achievements in Virginia
from 1776 to the end of 1780,5 but
they were not in the domains of
gubernatorial influence. George Mason
appears to have been the leader in the
preparation of legislation regulating the
raising of troops, erecting forts and
building galleys, encouraging various
war-re lated ma nufactures, and preventing
the withholding from the market of
certain commodities in short supply,
such as salt. Mason is likewise credited
with the statement that the exigencies
of war might require that extraordinary
powers be given the Council and
Governor for a limited time-a view that
did not command general approbation.
5For example, the efforts in the General
Assembly by Jefferson and others to reform
the judicial system, to curb primogeniture, to
disestablish the Angelican Church, and so on.
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Henry's tenure in the governorship
was not a time of idleness. He and his
associates administered their duties as
well as might be done. In the main,
however, the execution of the General
Assembly's laws was the responsibility
of the local governments and the courts.
In any case, as Dumas Malone tells us,
Patrick Henry was a lazy man, which
apparently su ited everyone in the state
government at this time.
J ef fer so n I ike w i se h ad aImost
eighteen ha Icyon months in the
governorship. However, as the war
shifted to the South the involvement of
Virgin ia became heavier. Levies for
troops substantially increased. Moreover,
the flower of the Virgi nia fighting forces
were captured when Charleston fell.
Jefferson redoubled his efforts at
recruitment, but the men sent to North
Carolina were lost when Cornwallis
destroyed Gates at Camden.
Arnold's raid of December 1780,
which succeeded in reaching Richmond
and Manchester, was the beginning of
the end. Despite Jefferson's prompt
initiative in reconstituting the Virginia
defenses, he was hounded by d ifficu Ities.
Inflation had totally outrun taxation. A
secessio n ist movemen t had been
launched in Kentucky. In several of the
southern counties many hundreds of
inhabitants had taken oaths of loyalty
to the King, and a date for insurrection
had been set. The British and the
Indians had concerted plans for raids on
the Virginia frontier settlements in the
spring. I n April 1781 Arnold raided
again, burning tobacco warehouses in
Petersburg. Cornwallis began his invasion
in early May and sent Tarleton to
capture Jefferson and the Council. By
May 28 the General Assembly had a
quorum in Charlottesville, whence it had
adjourned; and the legislative body
decided, among other things, to ballot
for Governor on Monday, June 3rd.
Before the meeting could be held,
Tar Ieton and h is troops were in
Charlottesville and Monticello. Thanks
to Jack Jouett, Jefferson and the
Assembly members escaped capture.
On June 12, 1781 the General
Assembly had so far reassembled itself
as to be able to elect Thomas Nelson,
Jr. to the governorship. The Assembly
sought to purge itself of fault by passing
a resolution the same day call ing for an
inqu iry into the conduct of the office of
Governor during the past twelve months.
The inquiry was never undertaken, and a
subsequent resolution came as near to
an apology to Jefferson as the General
Assembly was capable of making. One
hundred and twenty-eight days later

Cornwallis surrendered and the war was
over. The Virginia governorship returned
to its ante bellum somnolence.
THE CONTEMPORARY GOVERNORSHIP

The office of Governor of Virginia
has come a long way since 1776. It is
good that this is so, since Virginia had a
very long distance to travel and was
most leisurely in setting out. Indeed, not
until 1829 did Virginians even begin to
real ize that they had not struck off in
1776 the greatest political document
known to mank ind, and so start
tediously and fearsomely to contemplate
minor change. The contemporary
governorship is, in fact, a product of the
last sixty years. It is characterized less
by any fundamental reconsideration of
constitutional principles than by small
incremental changes, reflecting in part
the sh ift to a we Ifare state (a sh ift with
which Virginians neither in Washington
nor Richmond had much to do), and in
part technolog'ical changes wh ich render
ancient preferences irrelevent. The
Governor of Virginia today is about as
close as any state governor, in the words
of Woodrow Wilson about the
presidency, to being as big a man as he is
able. Despite the shift to the federal
bureaucracy of political, financial, and
administrative gravity, the Governor of
Virginia has a bounteous supply of
high-grade chips.
The major functions of a modern
governor are of three sorts: (1) he is the
Chief Administrator; (2) he is leader of
the legislature; and (3) he is the moulder
of public opinion about issues of state
government. I n each of these arenas of
combat he has certain constitutional and
statutory powers, and certain authorities
deriving from establ ished usage. These
powers are important, but they are most
important as they supplement and
sustain his one significant political
power, which
is the power of
persuasion. As Goethe phrased it: "F ew
are open to conv iction, but the major ity
of men are open to persuasion."
What are the formal powers of the
Governor wh ich underl ie and strengthen
his role as Chief Administrator? The
first is his control of the budget; the
Executive Budget Act of 1922 makes
the Governor the Chief Budget Officer,
with authority and responsibility for
submitting to the General Assembly a
budget embodying his work program
and its financial requ irements. Such a
bra v est ate men t
m u st , however,
immediately be qualified and reduced to
life size. Because some revenues are
legally or practically dedicated to certain
programs, for substantial portions of the
budget the Governor can do little more

than, in the colorful words of Frank
Bane, "put the money on a stump and
run like hell." It is equally true that
some of the best-managed state agencies,
wh ich have the most soph isticated
involvement
in
administrative
improvement and cooperate most
effectively in efforts for admin istrative
reform, are precisely those over whose
budget totals the Governor, and the
General Assembly, have the least
influence. Special funds and grants-in-aid
are by no means unmixed blessings, but
on Iy a pedant wou Id argue that it is
always worse to leave expenditures for
certain functions to the fiscal vagaries of
some dedicated revenue sources than to
the visceral vagaries of the General
Assembly. Curiously enough, in an
opinion poll of the General Assembly
taken in 1969, both the House and the
Senate ranked the Governor's budget
power as his most important resource in
influencing legislation. I t is likely that
th is evaluation reflects more than
anything else the difference in the view
between the top floor and the second
floor of the Capitol.
The second
important power
contributing to the Governor's
administrative leadership is the authority
conferred by the 1942 personnel
legislation, designating him as Chief
Personnel Officer. This gives him what
the British call the "establishment"
function
in
state
personnel
ad min i st rat ion - the a 110 cat ion of
positions by ranks, grades, and salaries
among the executive agencies. He does
not, of course, involve himself in
individual appointments except in his
own immediate office; but he does
control the overall configuration of
staffi ng in the departments, agencies,
and institutions.
In a more limit:e-d sense, the
Governor's strength as Chief
Administrator is also buttressed by his
power of appointment and removal of
the principal state officers, including
department heads and their associated
boards and commissions. This authority
is very heavy artillery, but it is virtually
useless in deal ing with the less than life
and death issues which constitute the
Governor's normal adm in istrative travail.
One does not fire cabinet officers
casually, un less one is Richard Nixon
and it is Saturday night.
These three authorities converge to
provide the Governor with his most
important instrument of executive
authority-the power of administrative
management. I n conducting the ongoing
affairs of state government, the
Governor must exercise, at a minimum,
three sorts of power:
(1) the

maintenance of close contact with the
flow of pol icy and operational processes
in the departments and agencies, to
assure himself that his programs are in
fact being properly and effectively
carried out; (2) the ability to make
timely intervention and to draw up, for
review at the gubernatorial level, issues
of prime political and administrative
importance wh ich he desires to direct;
and (3) his capacity to deal with
important issues independently of the
views and importunities of the claimants
before him, and to free himself from
domination by any single interest group
or organization. H is control of budget
and personnel operations are normally
adequate to alert him to changes in the
making of policy and administration at
the departmental and agency levels, and
his relations with department heads are
fficient to get to th Governo-r-' s desk
the issues with which he wishes to deal.
H is staff support is normally able to
provide, or arrange to provide, the
i n for mat i on he requ ires to make
independent judgments and decisions.
Among state governors, the Governor
of Virginia is likewise in an exceptional
position as legislative leader. A
substantial part of his authority in this
area derives from his role as the moulder
of publ ic opinion about issues of state
government. This role he is not
compelled to share with a host of other
elected state officials. The Governor of
Virginia not only has the veto power
but, unlike the President of the United
States, is able to veto particular items in
bills without vetoing the entire bill. This
is especially important in appropriation
legislation, but it is very useful
elsewhere as well. I n common with the
governors of only three other states, the
Governor of Virginia has the power of
executive amendment of legislation; he

is able to return legislative enactments
to which he objects in part with
proposed amending language which will
enable him to sign them. This authority
is normally invoked on technical points,
and for th is reason it is rare for the
General Assembly to fail to adopt the
Gove rno r' s amend ments. Because
legislative leaders depend so heav ilyon
the Governor for the achievement of
their own political objectives, the
possibility of a veto of one bill is a
factor in their attitudes toward many
other bills. Veto threats are rare in
Virginia, but the possibility is a part of
the policy mix.
I n a positive sense, the interim
legislative study process is also an
important instrument of the Governor's
leadership of the legislature. With the
increasing size and complexity of state
operations, the extemporaneous
confection of legislation has become
both difficult and dangerous. Important
legislation now is a product of many
months and sometimes years of work
between general sessions. Th is process
was initiated almost forty years ago with
a grant from the Spelman Fund for the
establ ishment of what was then the
Governor's Advisory Legislative Council.
Its benefits were quickly apparent, and
the State shortly assumed financial
responsibil ity for its operations. The
legislature has subsequently expanded,
and sometimes fragmented, the study
process. Nevertheless, the inputs of the
Governor are normally important
determ inants in inter-session leg islative
research.
THEN AND NOW

The contemporary governorsh ip in
Virginia must be ranked among the first
in the nation in responsible authority, in
usable tools of administrative and

legislative leadership, and in public
esteem for the office. The governorsh ip
is the most important manifestation of
the popular constituent function; unlike
the early governors the modern governor
has a constituency and power base
separate from and much larger than
those of the members of the Assembly
and the Senate. Only the- lieutenant
governor and the attorney general share
his statewide constituency, and their
sharing is of a nature that dilutes the
Governor's pre-eminence in a very slight
measure, and generally not at all.
The contemporary governor has a
constitutional status and authority that
is well-defined and broad. As in all
political organizations, his constitutional
authority is l110st sign ificant as it
su stains and enhances his potitical
authority, which derives from the power
of persuasion. ;s achievements in aH hi
roles depend on how well he and his
assistants perform at the task of
persuading.
What the civil service, the legislature,
and the people of V irginia need most
from the Governor is leadership which
makes the common task important, and
labor in its behalf worthwhile. Ordway
Tread summed it up this way:
. . . We are talking about
intellectual capacity which is in
some considerable measure innate
and unlearned, about high-level
purposiveness, about a contagious
enthusiasm for goals and methods
needed to achieve them, about a
total glamour of personal drive
that catches others up in group
loyalty, persistent striving and
gratification simultaneously
obtained for personal desires and
for those satisfactions real ized
through one's creative institutional
contributions.
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